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Abstract. Let Go and G 1 be arbitrary fuzzy classifiers (Vatlin, 1993). We say that 

G 1 improves Go iff the perfonnance of G 1 is more than Go one. We also introduced the 
concepts of consistent and strongly selfguessing fuzzy classifiers. The criterion of strong 
selfguessing is formulated. The theorems on the conditions of probabilistic improvement 
of consistent and mono tonic improvement of strongly selfguessing fuzzy classifiers are 
proved. 
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1. Introduction. This paper conciders the problem of fuzzy classification 

learning which represents a particular case of a more general problem of ma

chine learning (Michalski et aI., 1983). The latter problem can be formulated 

as follows. 

We have an input space X and an output space Y. There is an unknown 

function from X to Y that will be referred further as the target function. 

It is given a set of n samples of the target function (the learning set). The 

problem is to use the learning set to guess (identify) the approximation of 

the target function (the hypothesis function). An algorithm that produces a 

hypothesis function is called a machine learning algorithm. Some examples of 

such algorithms are back-propagated neural nets (McClelland and Rumelhart, 

1986) and Holland's classifier system (Holland, 1975). 

The procedure of construction of an acceptable hypothesis function repre

sents a sequential process rather than a single act. In order that this sequential 

process converge, it is necessary that the following approximation improves the 

preceding ones. Thus the problem of improvement of the machine learning 

algorithm arose (Vatlin, 1996). 
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The problem of fuzzy classification learning arises in a situation where Y is 

a set of fuzzy labels. In this case, a machine learning algorithm will be called 

as a fuzzy classifier (Vatlin, 1994). 

One of the most interesting types of fuzzy classifiers is the strongly self

guessing fuzzy classifiers, which reproduce the target function behaviour based 

on information contained in a subset of the learning set (). Some illustrative 

examples of such classifiers can be found (Vatlin, 1994; Vatlin, 1995). 

This paper contains certain theoretical results concerning the problem of 

improvement of consistent and strongly selfguessing fuzzy classifiers. Some 

points concerning a practical employment of these results will be dealt with in 

the next paper. 

2. The consistent and strongly self guessing fuzzy classifiers. Let X 

(Card X = m) and L (Card L < m) be fixed sets of objects of unspeci
fied nature. Let's denote by Y a family of all possible continuous functions 

translating L into a real-valued interval [0,1] (J.l E Y <=? J.l: L ~ [0, 1] and 

J.l is a continuous function). The sets X and Y will be called further as sets of 

initial and finite symbols in the problem of fuzzy classification. 

Let f be a target function from X to Y, f: X ~ Y. Let's denote by () a 

collection of ordered pairs from X x Y such that () = {(Xi, Yi)}f=l' Xi E X, 
Yi = f(Xi), 'Vi = 1, n. The set () will be referred further as a learning set (for 

a function f) and the number n - as the power of learning set (). 

Let G be an algorithm to take () into the hypothesis function hG9 from X 

to Y, hG9 = G(()), hG9: X ~ Y. 
We say that G is consistent with the fixed learning set () (Vatlin, 1994) iff 

The fuzzy classifier G, consistent with the learning set (), will be called 

strongly self guessing for () (Vatlin, 1995) iff: 

a) G consistent with any subset ()' ~ () such that Card ()' = n' ~ no - 1 

(no - fixed parameter characterizes the structure of X); 

b) hG9 1(X) = h G9(x), '<Ix EX. 

Theorem 1 (recursive criterion of strong selfguessing). The fuzzy classifier 

G is a strongly self guessing one for () iff G is a strongly selfguessing fuzzy 

classifier for any subset Oil ~ 0 such that Card Oil = nil ~ no. 
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Proof. Necessity. For any learning set 8" such that 0" C 0" and Card 0" = 
Ti" ~ no - 1, we have 0" C 0 and Card 0" = Ti" ~ no - 1. Consequently, G 
is consistent with 0". 

For any learning sets 0" (Card 0" = nil ~ no -1) and Olf (Card 8" = nil ~ 
no - 1) such that 

O"CO"CO - -, 
the following relations are obeyed 

hG9"(X) = hG9(X), 'r/x E X, 

hG9"(X) = hG9(X), 'r/x EX. 

From (*) and (**) it follows that 

hG9"(X) = hG9"(X), 'r/x EX. 

The necessity is proved. 

Sufficiency immediately follows from the theorem's condition. 

Let 0 be a fixed learning set. Let's denote by 33g(0) and Con(O) the sets of 
all possible strongly selfguessing (for 0) and consistent with 0 fuzzy classifiers. 

Theorem 2. 

33g(0) C Con(O). (1) 

Proof. Directly follows from the definitions of consistent and strongly 

selfguessing fuzzy classifiers. 

3. Probabilistic improvement of the consistent fuzzy classifiers. Let M G 

be a collection of such learning sets from 2x x Y that a fixed fuzzy classifier G 

is strongly selfguessing for its an arbitrary element. Also let Ob Card 01 = n1 

and O2 = 01 U {(x, y)} be arbitrary elements from M G. 

Let's assume that any element from Oi gets into Oi, Card 0i = ni, i = 1,2, 
with equal probability. Then the next theorem holds. 

Theorem 3. The probability of event {hG9,(X) = f(x)} is equal to 1. 

Proof. Directly follows from the previous definitions. 

For an arbitrary learning set 0 and fixed X and Y, let's denote by {G Xy( O)} 
a set of all possible fuzzy classifiers, operating with 0 (we'll omit lower indexes 
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and write down {G(O)} in the situations where it's clear what X and Y we 

speak about). 

Let's denote by Fe an arbitrary mapping of {G(O)} into itself (Fe: {G(O)} 
-+ {G( O)}), and by {L( G( O»} - a collection of all possible mappings Fe. 

Also let K = {o} correspond to an arbitrary collection of learning sets from 

2XxY and 0,01 = 0 U {(x, y)} - to arbitrary elements from K. 

Let's denote by Go and G1 fixed elements from {G(O)}. We say that G1 

probabilistically improves Go on the element x EX, and put down this fact as 

G1 = F,(Go) iff 

P(hG,'6{x) = f(x» > P(hGo'6(x) = f(x». 

For fixed 0 and Go, let's denote by {H(Go(O»} a set of all possible map

pings F,. 
Let G be a fixed fuzzy classifier and 01 (Card 01 = n1), O2 = 01 U {(x, y)} 

be the arbitrary elements from M G. 

Theorem 4. For an arbitrary fuzzy classifier Go E Con(O!), there exists 

F, E {H (GO(Ol»} such that G = FB, (Go). 

Proof. Under Theorem 4 conditions we have 

(2) 

where N = BP, B = Card L, p is the number of possible scales of membership 

x E X to a fixed class from collection L. 
By virtue of Theorem 3 we have 

P(hGoB,(X) = f(x» = 1. (3) 

It follows from (2) and (3) that 

G = F,,(Go), 

for some FB, E {H (Go(Od)}. 
Thus, Theorem 4 is proved. 

4. The structure of the monotonic improvement of strongly selfguessing 

fuzZy classifiers. Let () correspond to an arbitrary learning set and Go and 
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G 1 to the fixed elements from {G(O)}. We assume that G 1 monotonically 

improves Go and put down this fact as G1 = F8( Go) iff the following relations 
are satisfied: 

I. 3x E X such that hGo8(Xp) # !(xp) but hG18(Xp) = !(xp); 
11. 'rIxk EX, hG18(Xk) # !(Xk) => hGo8 (Xk) # !(Xk). 
Under fixed 0 and Go, let's denote by {L( Go( O»} a set of all possible 

mappings 1'8. 
Let M G 0 be a collection of learning sets from 2x x Y such that a fixed fuzzy 

classifier Go is strongly self guessing for its arbitrary element. Also let 01 and 

O2 be arbitrary elements from M Go such that 01 ~ O2• 

Let's consider two fuzzy classifiers G10 and G 20 for which the following 

relationships are obeyed: 

GIO = F 81 (GO), hGlo81 = GIO(Ot}; 

G20 = F8~(GO)' hG2082 = G20 (02). 

Then the following theorem takes place. 

Theorem s. There exist FJ2 E {L(GO(02»)} and FJ1 E {L(GO(OI»)} 
such that 

and 

G~o = F:2 (GO), 

G~o = FJ1 (GO), 

hGl081(X) = hG;o82(X), 'rIx E X, 

hG2082(X) = hG~o91(X), 'rIx E X. 

Proof. Directly follows from the definitions of monotonic improvement of 

fuzzy classifiers and strong selfguessing. 

S. Conclusion. It was previously established in (Vatlin, 1993-1996) that in 

solving many practical and model problems the efficiency of the strongly self

guessing fuzzy classifiers is much higher then the efficiency of fuzzy classifiers 

which don't belong to SSg(O). 
However, due to the famous induction paradoxes (Goodman, 1955) such 

behaviour of the strongly selfguessing fuzzy classifiers can't be universal. 
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That is why it is important to elucidate conditions under which the joint use 

of strong self guessing and monotonic improvement principles will bring us to 

the guaranteed results. 

One of such conditions is given by Theorem 4 revealing restrictions under 

which a strongly selfguessing fuzzy classifier could be a probabilistic improve

ment of a consistent fuzzy classifier. 

Theorem 5 gives other such conditions. It shows that a monotonic improve

ment· of a strongly self guessing fuzzy classifier Go, operating with the subset 

01 , will lead us to a monotonic improvement of Go in the situation, where it 

is operating with an arbitrary learning set 02 such that 02 2 01, OJ E M Go, 

i = 1,2. 
Theorem 3 shows that pay for the mentioned improvements may be high 

since the move from the right to the left in inclusion (1) cannot be performed 

automatically. 

Theorem 1 specifies the practical methods for construction of the (approxi
mately) strongly selfguessing fuzzy classifiers. 
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SUDERINTQJQ IR GRIEZTAI SAVISPEJANCIQJQ 

NERYSKIl,! KLASIFIKATORIQ PAGERINIMAS 

Sergej VA1LIN 

Straipsnyje nagrinejami suderintieji ir grie~tai savispejantieji nery~kils klasifikatoriai 
bei j~ tikimybinio arba monotoninio pagerinimo galimybe. Suformuluotas rekursyws 
grie~to savispejamumo kriterijus, leid~iantis prakti~kai konstruoti grie~tai savispejan~ius 
nery~kius klasifikatorius. Apibrerttos tikimybinio ir monotoninio pagerinamumo Sll
vokos, igalinan~ios palyginti nerylli~ klasifikatori~ efektywmll. Nurodytos slllygos, 
nusakan~ios, kada pasirinkuui suderinuui (savispejantiii) nery~~ klasifikatori~ galima 
tikimybi~kai (monotoni§kai) pagerinti. 


